PART 2 – Services for the Blind and Visually Impaired (SBVI) - Social Services/Independent Living Units

2.1 PURPOSE

A. These rules establish the requirements for implementation of the Independent Living Program, based on the Title VII Part B of 29 U.S.C. § 701 et seq. These regulations will:

1. define required information for application
2. define eligibility requirements
3. specify scope of services
4. specify standards for continued eligibility
5. specify mediation and appeals process for denial of services/ineligibility
6. specify criteria for case closure

B. Programs: The Office of Rehabilitation Services/Services for the Blind and Visually Impaired (SBVI) provides social services and independent living services to Rhode Island residents.

2.2 AUTHORITY

These rules and regulations are promulgated pursuant to R.I. Gen. Laws §§ 42-12-8 through 17 and 22; and 29 U.S.C. §§ 721 through 722.

2.3 INCORPORATED MATERIALS

A. These regulations hereby adopt and incorporate the following, not including any further editions or amendments thereof and only to the extent that the provisions therein are not inconsistent with these regulations.

2. 34 C.F.R. Part 75 (Direct Grant Programs), with respect to grants under subpart B and D (2010).

3. 34 C.F.R. Part 76 (State-Administered Programs), with respect to grants under subpart E (2014).

4. 34 C.F.R. Part 77 (Definitions That Apply to Department Regulations) (2014).


8. 2 C.F.R. Part 180 (OMB Guidelines to Agencies on Debarment and Suspension (Nonprocurement)), as adopted at 2 C.F.R. Part 3485.


2.4 DEFINITIONS

A. For the purpose of these regulations, the following terms have the following meanings:

1. "Agency" means the Office of Rehabilitation Services/Services for the Blind and Visually Impaired (SBVI).

2. "Applicant" means an individual who is referred or applies seeking services.

3. "Deaf-Blindness" means there is the presence of both the following conditions:

   a. Deafness - a physiological chronic hearing impairment so severe that most speech cannot be understood through the ear with optimum amplification. The speech discrimination score should be forty percent (40%) or less.

   b. Blindness - Visual acuity does not exceed 20/200 in the better eye with correcting lenses, or visual acuity greater than 20/200, but the field of vision is constricted to twenty degrees (20°) or less.
4. "Legal blindness" means any person whose visual acuity is no greater than 20/200 in the better eye, with best correction, or one whose field of vision is restricted to the extent that the widest diameter subtends an angle no greater than twenty degrees (20°).


6. "Visually impaired" means one whose visual acuity is better than 20/200 but not better than 20/60 in the best eye with best correction, or whose visual impairment is both progressive and permanent.

2.5 REFERRALS AND APPLICATIONS

A. Referral and information requests submitted by individuals with who are blind or visually impaired to the Office of Rehabilitation Services (ORS) will be processed upon receipt.

B. Individuals who are not US Citizens must be able to prove they are legally able to work in the United States as determined by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.

2.6 ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

Any individual over the age of three (3) who is blind or visually impaired according to § 2.4 of this Part, Definitions, shown above, must have vision of 20/60 or less in the better eye, with best correction or a field loss of twenty degrees (20°).

2.7 TYPES OF SERVICES PROVIDED WITHOUT REGARD TO FINANCIAL NEED

A. Evaluation, diagnostic and related services;

B. Referrals to rehabilitation teachers and mobility instructors for evaluation and instruction;

C. Adjustment counseling and guidance for individuals and their families;

D. Referrals to appropriate state and community agencies;

E. Certification of status of legal blindness for various exemptions;

F. Coordination with regional library services for the individuals who are blind and/or visually impaired (Talking Books);

G. Educational planning for children.
2.8 TYPES OF SERVICES PROVIDED WHICH REQUIRE APPLICATION OF FINANCIAL NEED CRITERIA AND ARE CONTINGENT UPON AVAILABLE FUNDING

A. Purchased items such as visual aids, and adaptive equipment;
B. Telecommunications, sensory, and other technological aids and devices; and
C. Other support services as deemed necessary and appropriate.

2.9 PROGRAM EXIT

A. A case may be closed due to the individual's:
   1. Death;
   2. Moving out of state;
   3. Refusal of services;
   4. The goals and objectives in the individual's case plan have been achieved;
   5. Status is no longer legally blind or visually impaired; or
   6. Location unknown.

B. A case may be deactivated for the following reasons because:
   1. The individual's case has been referred to SBVI/VR Unit;
   2. Funding for needed services is not available; or
   3. The individual's inability to benefit from services.

2.10 REVIEW OF DETERMINATIONS (MEDIATION/APPEALS)

A. Applicants and eligible individuals, or as appropriate, the individual's parent, guardian, or representative, hereinafter referred to as "individual with a disability", are advised of her/his rights in accordance with 34 C.F.R. § 361.57, incorporated above.

B. These rights include a review of determinations about eligibility for the Social Services/Independent Living Program and/or the provision of specific services to the applicant or individual with a disability. Information about the Client Assistance Program (CAP), administrative reconsideration, mediation, and informal appeals hearing are shared with applicants and eligible individuals.

C. The applicant or eligible individual must be advised of her/his appeal rights:
1. When s/he applies for services;

2. Upon reduction, suspension, or cessation of services for the individual.

D. The applicant or eligible individual must be informed about the following options for review:

1. Informal Administrative Review - an informal process for resolving a request for review without conducting mediation or a formal hearing where the Administrator reviews the case. Must take place within fifteen (15) days of the request. The decision is rendered orally at the review.

2. Mediation - in accordance with 34 C.F.R. § 361.57(b)(5)(d), incorporated above, mediation allows an applicant or eligible individual to resolve disputes involving determinations made by ORS that affect the provision of services by providing evidence and other information supporting their position, whenever a request is made for an impartial due process hearing. Individual may have representation by counsel or other advocate during this process. Must be held within fifteen (15) days of the request.
   a. Discussions that occur during the mediation process must be kept confidential and may not be used as evidence in any subsequent due process hearings or civil proceedings, and the parties may be required to sign a confidentiality pledge prior to the commencement of the process.
   b. A written mediation agreement is developed with assistance of the impartial mediator, and signed by all parties. A copy is sent to both parties.

3. Impartial Due Process Hearing - a hearing conducted by an Impartial Hearing Officer that must be held within sixty (60) days of the applicant's or eligible individual's request for review of a determination made by ORS unless informal resolution or mediation agreement is achieved prior to the sixtieth (60th) day, or all parties agree to specific extension of time. An applicant or eligible individual can at this time present evidence and other information supporting their position, and present witnesses. Individual may have representation by counsel or other advocate during this process. A written decision, including the findings of fact and the grounds for the decision, will be sent to both parties within thirty (30) days of the completion of the Hearing.

4. Director's Option to Review Impartial Hearing Officers' Decision - Either party may request a review of the decision of the Impartial Hearing Officer (IHO) within twenty (20) days after the decision. If neither party requests this review, the decision of the hearing officer becomes the final decision of the agency on the twenty-first (21st) day after the decision is issued. The reviewing official will not overturn or modify the decision of the IHO, or
part of the decision that supports the position of the applicant or eligible individual, unless the reviewing official concludes, based on clear and convincing evidence, that the decision of the IHO is clearly erroneous.

5. Judicial Review - any party who disagrees with the findings and decision after a Director's Review of the Impartial Hearing Officers' Decision has the right to bring a civil action with respect to the matter of the dispute.

E. The individual must submit a "Request for Mediation/Impartial Due Process Hearing" (ORS-121) within thirty (30) days of the date on the denial letter from the Social Services/Independent Living program to initiate any of these reviews.

F. A hearing request may be denied or dismissed when it is determined that it has been abandoned. Abandonment may occur when, without good cause, an applicant or individual with a disability fails to appear at a hearing.

2.11 NEWSLINE

A. SBVI must administer and promote a program to provide telephone access to the text of newspaper programs to residents who are blind, deaf/blind, visually impaired or reading impaired with a single party telephone line.

B. Applications for NEWSLINE will be processed by SBVI, which will determine eligibility for this program. Individuals registered for the service utilize a telephone line to access the toll-free telephone number.

C. Eligibility Requirements

1. Persons who live in the state of Rhode Island.; and

2. Persons whose visual acuity, as determined by competent authority, is 20/60 or worse in the better eye with corrective lenses, or whose widest diameter of visual field is not greater than twenty (20) degrees; or

3. Persons certified by a competent authority as having a reading disability resulting from an organic dysfunction of sufficient severity to prevent their reading printed material in a normal manner.